FACET LIFE
SCIENCES
PRESENTS

GEMSTONE
The Facet Life Sciences team has decades of experience working
with small development teams. We understand goals of small
teams and have developed Gemstone, our electronic document
management solution, as the simple, secure and compliant
document management tool of the trade.
Document management for small biopharmaceutical teams
can open the company to unintended risks. Choosing
a document management solution should streamline
processes while protecting valuable content. If it doesn’t,
it isn’t the right tool. Facet Life Sciences is redefining
document management for small teams. Our practicebased approach is driven by experience, expertise and a
steadfast commitment to supporting small, innovative
teams with right-sized technology solutions.

OUR
PACKAGES
SIMPLE
CUSTOMIZEABLE
The rationale behind Facet Gemstone is to offer a simple
electronic document management solution for small teams that
supports the complex development document lifecycle. Facet
Gemstone is the essential productivity tool for life science teams.
It enables content driven processes with simple, secure and
compliant features.

DISCOVERY & EARLY
DEVELOPMENT

IND & CLINICAL
DEVELOPMENT

MARKETING APPLICATION DUE DILIGENCE REVIEW
SUBMISSIONS
FACILITATION

Secure your asset
You are a scientist and/or CEO.
You have a valuable new molecule, device, or delivery modality: a rare gem. You have proprietary background materials and
early development information
that require secure storage and
controlled sharing. You need a
secure, reliable and compliant
tool to protect your asset.
Does this sound like you?

Collaboration, clinical
testing and growth
You are ready to get your rare
gem into and through clinical
development. You need to
share documents with a lead
scientist or a contract research
group. You keep control of
your documents and data
while enabling collaboration
with key team members.
Does this sound like you?

Prepare and organize
documentation
Your gem is being polished to
perfection. You are preparing to
submit a marketing application.
You can finalize documents
while simultaneously organizing
for health authority submission
and preparing for your
submission publishing partner in
a safe and secure environment.
Does this sound like you?

DOCUMENT MANAGEMENT IS
NEEDED AT EVERY STAGE OF DRUG
DEVELOPMENT

Facilitate due diligence reviews
At any stage in development,
you may want to share information with investors or position
your company and/or asset
for acquisition. You’ve also got
full control to grant read only
access for the due diligence or
review process as needed.
Does this sound like you?

NEED
SOMETHING
DIFFERENT?
We understand that every
business is different, and
customization is available.

SIMPLE
In order for a solution to be considered a “tool
of the trade”, it must be easy to understand,
easy to use on a regular basis and require
minimal training, customization, and ongoing
IT support. Gemstone provides a simple user
interface that requires a one-time, less than
one-hour training. The intuitive nature of
the interface speeds up time to productive
daily use. Simple upload and versioning
functionality streamline document review
and approval processes.

SECURE
Gemstone addresses security at multiple
levels within the product. The product
provides a secure connection via the web,
using two-step authentication from the
desktop to the cloud. Our technology
partners have achieved multiple security
certifications including ISO 27001, SSAE 16,
have earned a TRUSTe Certified Privacy Seal
and are a part of the Cloud Security Alliance.
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COMPLIANT
Gemstone is 21 CFR, Part 11 compliant. A
human readable audit trail is produced for
all electronic records managed within the
system. The audit trail identifies who changed
the record, what they changed and when they
changed it. Part 11 compliance is essential for
R&D documentation that will be included in a
regulatory submission. Prospective partners
and investors will appreciate the assurances
that the documentation has been created in a
controlled environment.
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